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Discuss only the science cases for the KSPs which provide the strongest 
technical constraints. Cosmic magnetism can work with similar settings as EoR
science. Cradle of life piggy-backs on the HI surveys. There is no (or very little) 
mention of line detections (OH, CO and such) at higher frequencies.

Mention HI = 1953, pulsars = 1967: young fields!
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Quick reminder of what the EoR is, what the Dark Ages are, and why it is 
important to know when and how reionization happened
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Signature of EoR for field and cluster (different co-moving box sizes!). The cluster 
shows clearly cooling after full reionization in the form of high density HI in the 
galaxies.
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The signature of reionization starts at the point where the spin temp of the HI 
decouples from the CMB temperature. Top to bottom are total T, ionization 
fraction and brightness T of the signal. However, this is for an all-sky 
measurement, more interesting to look at size fluctuations.
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Angle averaged 21cm fluctuations for different scales. The size structure 
variations for different sizes (1Mpc ~2arcmin). The signature varies most strongly 
between z=20 and z=7. But can we observe it?

Diagonal lines indicate the required reduction of foregrounds: 10^-5 is feasible, 
10^-6 is challenging, 10^-7 is nearly impossible.
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Assuming a certain set of observational parameters, this is the resulting S/N as a 
function of frequency (redshift). The signal is not detectable above z=20, except 
for the smallest scales. Sufficient S/N to image HI on scale from few arcmin to a 
degree over 70-200MHz (from Leon Koopmans)

Observational strategy still TBD!
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EoR has very strict requirements to remove all foreground contaminations (i.e. 
the science of the other KSP’s). All low-freq science has to cope with RFI and 
ionosphere, which in most cases also puts a constraint on the technical specs of 
the instrument.
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Observational strategy still TBD! Issue to be resolved: station size and 
instantaneous field of view.
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The detectability of HI in absorption is a strong function of the background 
continuum brightness.
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Galaxy intervening: metal lines associated with the DLA are also seen
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Lyman alpha forest is due to intervening HI clouds which have not yet formed into 
a galaxy
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What does this mean for the radio HI? To cover HI as deep as optical surveys, we 
need frequencies down to 200MHz. The number densities are not large, but we 
are now also detecting HI against 50mJy background sources, so this is a worst 
case estimate. All-sky is ~41000 sq degree, so factor of 10 increase in the 
number densities. To make a scientific impact, 1000 sources in the local universe 
are required, which can easily be matched. For HI abs we can cover at least out 
to z=4 (peak of star-formation in Madau plot).
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Low mass companion of few times 10^6 Msun in HI. Too small to form stars? 
Peak column of 1.0x10^20. Extreme requirements on sensitivity: 0.28 mJy/km/s

WSRT has A/T ~125, 12h gives 0.35mJy/b/ch  A/T for AA-mid needs to be 
10000 or better!
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Not just high frequency resolution, also high sensitivity in each channel
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Crab pulsar: stellar explosion in 1054 noted by the Chinese. Now also known as 
M1, Taurus A. The stellar residuals consist of an expanding shell and a ms-
pulsar. Such pulsars are the most accurate clocks in the universe, and can be 
used for test of fundamental physics.
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Speaks for itself…
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Short integrations needed for binary pulsars to get only part of the orbit. Then the 
orbital change can be approximated by a straight line, which reduces processing 
signficantly. This puts strong contstraints on A/T. At the same time, many pulsars 
need to be found, so large FoV is also required: no exchange between the two.
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To detect relativistic binaries, sensitivity is a key parameter.
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For follow-up the FoV and multi-beam capability of AA is key: see for LOFAR 
pulsars at 27 MHz (LOFAR LBA), 8MHz bandwidth. Also demonstrated for HBA 
last year.
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Stappers mentions high SSFoM requirement, but gives no value… Survey 
numbers give >10^7
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Other science that can be done with AA-mid and AA-low, though higher 
frequencies are required as well for some topics.
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First two requirements arealready met in the configuration of the SKA. AA have 
to meet the other technical requirements in pink, though some are also limited by 
other components (correlator, processing software, etc). Survey speed implies 
FoV of 20 square degrees or more for all science cases. Reqmnt for A/T for faint 
HI? 10^20 = ~1Msun/pc^2
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To reach sub-arcsec resolution at 200MHz baselines of up to 1000km are needed 
for AA-low. Station FoV should be as large as possible, but at least 20 sq 
degrees.
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